
Make. Things. Better.™

Transport
Proactively manage global shipment lanes across your multi-enterprise supply chain to reduce leadtime 
variability, cut transit times, and maximize on time delivery commitments. Real-time lane management 
enables users to pull time, inventory, and cash out of their operations, while simultaneously increasing 
customer satisfaction and driving revenue growth.

I am extremely proud of the steps Corning has taken over the past few years to 
optimize supply chain. And with Elementum’s Product Graph™, built by some of the 
brightest minds in the industry, we expect to have the levers to be truly agile.

– Cheryl Capps, Corning   
VP Global Supply Chain
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Ship. Things. Faster.
Elementum’s logistics capabilities give you a holistic view of your entire network. Get real-time
visibility into every lane, route, and shipment – all within the context of dynamically recalculated
ETAs so you can reliably deliver on your service level agreements. You are alerted to shipment
progress and can collaborate with partners to resolve delays before they impact customers.

With historic trend analysis of time buffer and variability per lane, users can minimize lead times and
expedites while confidently taking days out of supply chain. This increase in operational efficiency
allows you to drive revenue while freeing up cash and lowering cost.



For More Info Visit:
www.elementum.com

About Elementum:

Elementum is the SCM company behind the world’s supply chain orchestration platform. In today’s 
world, instant gratification trumps brand loyalty. To survive, brands must connect across their extended 
ecosystem so they can operate in real-time and deliver at the speed of customer demand. By digitally 
mapping the $25T product economy, Elementum’s platform sheds light on the flow of goods around 
the world, and facilitates cross-ecosystem execution to ensure that products are available at the right 
time, place, quantity, and cost.

Get the Big Picture
With all of your relevant shipment information in one place, there is no need to hunt across multiple
systems or enterprises. At a glance, users can see what’s late, what’s on time, and where things are
located globally. 

• Follow in-transit shipments, transit times, OTD status, and excess lane variability in real time
  to help ensure products get to the right place, at the right time, in the right quantity
• Plan routes with detailed visibility into logistics networks, including lanes, routes, carriers,
  waypoints, and ports
• Drill down on historical lane performance to cut out unnecessary buffer and take days out
  of your supply chain

Manage Complexity
Elementum is built to connect across your entire supply chain ecosystem and serve as a single
source of truth for global shipment disruptions or delays. This network connectivity lets users
monitor the interdependencies of a multi-tiered supply chain, displaying dynamically calculated
ETAs and unprecedented variance in lane performance.  

• Receive alerts to proactively respond in times of unexpected delays or crises such as
  port strikes, natural disasters, or custom clearance issues
• Manage carrier commitment to SLAs and balance out competing partner priorities
• Optimize routes over time to ensure repeatable network performance across lanes

Stay Actionable
Whether your shipments are delayed by a typhoon, late pick ups, or customs clearance, the
Elementum Orchestration Platform™ automatically alerts you and creates incidents to pull in all
relevant parties. Solve logistics problems by collaborating with colleagues and partners, quickly
mobilizing resources for proactive and efficient resolution.  

• Set up personalized filters so you can keep alerts relevant and prioritize action
• Drive timely collaboration across your carriers and suppliers via multi-enterprise incident
  management
• Confidently identify opportunities to reduce lead-times through smart recommendations,
  presented in an easy-to-use interface 


